
STYLE GUIDE

The New Americans Campaign 
Style Guide has been developed 
to give a coherent direction and 
consistency to all future branding 
and design e!orts. Through the 
unity that this system gives us,  
we will continue to build credibility 
and strengthen our identity.
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Logo Usage

The logo serves as a distinctive way to tie together your diverse collaborative, reinforce 

your national strength, and promote your great work. It is therefore important to 

maintain consistency and use it in all your Campaign-related materials. 

Logo tone and mood

�σ Bold and confident

�σ Strong yet flexible

�σ Dynamic, active, transforming

Concept

�σ The design and colors echo the waving American flag.

�σ The gradual color increase signals the integration of new Americans into our country

as well as the increased vibrancy fulfilled through the final step to citizenship.

�σ The dynamic movement of the logo signals the action-driven nature of the initiative.

Usage

�σ Alongside your organization’s logo in flyers and other materials to promote your

work for The New Americans Campaign.

�σ On your website, including on any webpage describing your work with

The New Americans Campaign, your partners page, or on your homepage  

with the description text “A Partner of The New Americans Campaign” with  

the logo next to or below.
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Primary Logo
σ� The New Americans Campaign logo uses the colors listed at right.
σ� The logo may be set on any solid color, i.e., no patterns, as long as the logo is clearly 
separated from the background. 
σ� The logo includes the tagline “United for Citizenship”. Except as stated in the following 
sentence, you must use the logo only with the “United for Citizenship” tagline. If you 
receive written authorization from ILRC to substitute the name of your NAC site for the 
“United for Citizenship” tagline, and ILRC pre-approves your proposed modified logo in 
writing, you may use such modified logo on your site page on the NAC website. Such 
modifications must be made to the .EPS version of the logo file and comply with all other 
requirements provided herein and by ILRC.  You must not set the tagline in a different 
typeface or change it in any other way. 
σ� Grayscale and reversed versions are also available for when use of the full-color logo is 

CMYK: 0.100.100.0
RGB: 237.28.36
Pantone: 485C

CMYK: 0.50.50.13
RGB: 196.127.114
Pantone: 485C @ 64%

CMYK: 100.91.33.30
RGB: 29.43.91
Pantone: 2767C

CMYK: 50.46.17.27
RGB: 107.106.133
Pantone: 2767 @ 66%

CMYK: 0.0.0.25
RGB: 200.200.200
Pantone: 427C

CMYK: 0.0.0.13
RGB: 226.226.226
Pantone: 427C @ 53%

Reversed logo

Grayscale logo

not possible.
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Sizing

�σ Please maintain these minimum logo sizes for print and web displays.

PRINT ONLINE

Minimum 1.75" Minimum 1" Minimum 250px Minimum 220px
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Partner Logos

�σ Partner logos should always be placed after or under the NAC logo, as NAC 

is the overarching entity.

�σ Horizontal arrangement is preferred.

�σ Please maintain a distance between the NAC logo and the first partner logo 

that is equal to the width of the NAC logo color grid, shown as X below.

�σ Keep all other logos lower than the “P” in the tagline, as seen below. If 

possible, align the center of partner logos with the bottom of the NAC logo.

�σ Vertical arrangement may be used only in cases when horizontal 

arrangement is impossible 
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